Delhi Airport Cricket Bonanza - Terms & Conditions
Shop, Eat or Avail selected Services at identified outlets (Duty Free Stores, Retail stores, F&B and Services Outlets including SPA, Matrix
Flight Simulator) at Indira Gandhi International Airport Limited (T1 & T3) for minimum purchase value between April 15, 2017 to May 10,
(the “Contest Period”) and be eligible to win assured gift of couple tickets or participate in random draw held on every Wednesday to win
tickets to IPL Matches at Delhi.(the “Contest”) subject to the terms and conditions mentioned herein below:
The Contest will include:
1) Eligibility to win the assured tickets free couple tickets worth Rs. 2400/- to shoppers over Rs. 20,000/- and or $500 during the
Period; or
2) Eligibility to participate in a random draw held on every Wednesday during the Contest Period.

1. The slab to win assured couple tickets or participate in random draw is as followsVertical/Outlets

Assured Gift Criteria
(on Bill Value)

Random Draw Eligibility Criteria
(on Bill Value)

DDFS

>= $ 500

>= $ 50

Retail

>= INR 20,000/-

>= INR 1500

F&B

>= INR 500

Spa

>= INR 1500



Assured Tickets: The shopper with bill value of Rs. 20,000 in retail and $500 in Duty Free or more gets an assured couple tickets for the
IPL match held at Delhi subject to the slab mentioned above and other terms and conditions.



Random Draw: The shopper (single bill) for any of the verticals between- DDFS, Retail, F&B and Spa if shops as per the detailed value
(refer above slab) becomes eligible for a random draw to win couple tickets to IPL.

Note: The eligibility will be to the shoppers at the outlets, excluding the outlets /services as detailed below:
Airport Service Charge, Advertising, Airline Lounges, Bank / ATM, Canteens, Insurance, Pouring, Porter, Telecom, Parking + Entry Ticket +
Left Luggage, Fixed Branding Accounts / Facilitation Counters, Ticketing / Hotels, Foreign Exchange, Vending Machines, B&Y Taxi, Retail,
F&B in parking. Any change in above listing is at sole discretion of DIAL

Customers to make a claim for the assured gifts / participate in the random draw have to register by entering personal details, Invoice number
and Answer Quiz question on the www.shopflydel.in or by sending the photograph over Whats App to +9003 928 066 .
To qualify for the ‘Delhi Airport Cricket Bonanza’ random draw, or to claim the assured gifts the Participant ought to have made purchase of
minimum purchase value from the participating outlets and provide his/her details like Name, Mobile Number, E-mail, Invoice Number, POS
Number and Answer a quiz question on the www.shopflydel.in., or should send the photograph of the invoice to the Whats App number to
+9003 928 066. The winners will be intimated over SMS, Whats App or e-mail.
DIAL / appointed agency will contact the winner by e-mail/ SMS or Whats App to share the details of redeeming tickets.
Invoice of the purchase to be retained by the participant to redeem the assured gift which would be required to be shared with DIAL /
appointed agency if participant emerges to be the winner during the random draw.
Participant must enter the details correctly to be eligible for random selection of winners. In case the participants’ sends the picture of the
invoice over Whats App, participants need to ensure that the invoice is eligible and the invoice number and name of the store and date of
purchase are visible clearly.
Winners shall be selected by random selection from the lot of correct entries received. DIAL / appointed agency shall not be responsible in
any manner for non-receipt of correct entries.
The ticketing partner for this event is Bookmyshow.com (BMS). For every winner (Random Draw+ assured ticket receiver), we will send the
winner via SMS/ Whats App with bookmyshow.com’s currency- Win Pin of value 2400 each only. The customer can visit BMS website and
can choose the matches for which he wishes to redeem these points to book IPL tickets for Delhi Dare Devils Matches held at Delhi.

Only 2 Delhi match tickets will be allowed to book via the points. The customer can chose the matches he wishes to buy however subject to
availability of the seats. In case the customer wishes to book at the next slab of tickets, worth more than the amount detailed above he will
have to bear the charges for the up gradation, if any.
ELIGIBILITY:
The Contest is applicable only to Customers with a valid Indian phone number.
Contest is a random draw of eligible participants. Participant must be a Customer having proof of travel within the Contest Period. However,
shoppers shopping above a specified amount as per slab get assured tickets.
The eligible Customers intending to avail the assured gifts/participate in the random draw can register starting 15 April upto 2359 hrs on May
10, 2017 as per the process detailed above
Only one entry per unique bill can be made throughout the Contest Period. It is clarified that the winners of the assured gift category will not
be eligible to participate in the random draw.
The Contest is applicable for shoppers holding bills only from participating outlets present within the premise of IGI Airport. It is clarified that
purchase from no other outlet of the same retail chain is entitled for the contest participation other than the one at the IGI Airport. It is further
clarified that the shopping made in the outlets detailed in Annexure A will be not be computed for the slab /claim the eligibility for the random
draw/claim the assured gift.
Assured gift means the eligible shopper will get the win pin points worth Rs. 2400/- however the availability of seats at the stadium will be on
first come first serve basis.
DISQUALIFICATION
1. Directors, management, employees and relatives of employees of the sponsor or of DIAL and any entities affiliated or related to the
sponsor or DIAL shall not be eligible to the ‘Delhi Airport Cricket Bonanza’ random draw. For the purposes herein, the term "relative"
shall mean spouse, partner, parent, child or sibling.
2. Participant must be a Customer having shopped during the Contest Period upto the slab mentioned above at the participating
outlets/availing the services from the Delhi Airport failing which the participant may be disqualified.
3. Incomplete / Incorrect entries shall be disqualified

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Delhi International Airport Limited (“DIAL”) / third party appointed auditor been hired by DIAL will conduct Delhi Airport Cricket
Bonanza draws for specific prize categories. The assured qualifiers will definitely get the tickets as per win pin points to be redeemed
on Bookmyshow.com.
2. By participating in the Contest the Participant shall deemed to have accepted and agreed to be bound by the Terms and Conditions
and any other instructions , terms and conditions that DIAL / third party appointed auditor may issue from time to time with regards to
this Contest.
3. DIAL reserves the right to extend, cancel, discontinue, amend, withdraw terminate or alter the Delhi Airport Cricket Bonanza or any
of the timelines given above or amend any Terms and Conditions at any time without any prior notice and assigning any reason.
4. The winner/s of the Prize shall be notified within seven (7) days of the random draw, and however, DIAL/ third party appointed auditor
shall not be responsible for notifying the winner if the contact number or e-mail address provided is incorrect.
5. No intimation shall be sent to the participants who are not selected as winners / Disqualified.
6. The redemption of the ticket will be subject to availability of seats at the stadium which will be on first come first serve basis.
7. DIAL will offer points worth Rs. 2400/-only for 2 tickets. The same may be redeemed for the matches as per customers preference as
per availability of the seats. This is for both Random Draw and Assured category. In case the winner of a particular prize claims the
prize within a period of three (3) days from the date of intimidation / is unable to / not willing to comply by the terms and conditions as
informed by DIAL the prize granted to the winner shall stand revoked and DIAL shall be entitled to conduct a draw again / give the prize
to the next winner. Would be conducted again for that particular prize. The appointed agency decision shall be final with respect to all
matters relating to awarding of the Prize and shall not be subject to review or appeal by any participant or by any third party.
8. The Terms and conditions shall be interpreted with the governing laws of India and Courts of Delhi shall have exclusive jurisdiction
for any matters pertaining to the or in connection with this Delhi Airport Cricket Bonanza, the Contest.

9. In case of any disputed claim by the participant DIAL management may address the same to the reasonable.
10. DIAL does not warranty or guarantee the products/or the services availed by the participants during the Contest Period for any
claim regarding the claim of dispute with regards to the products /services the respective concessionaire may be contacted.
11. The participant shall indemnify and hold harmless DIAL / appointed agency and/or the sponsor , its legal representatives, affiliates,
subsidiaries, agencies and their respective officers, directors, employees, third party claims and agents from any injury, loss or
damages(direct/indirect) arising from the breach of the terms and conditions by the participant.
12. The participant shall not hold DIAL /third party appointed auditor for any loss, damage or injury whatsoever suffered, sustained or
allegedly sustained in connection with the Contest.
13. In the event of any inconsistencies between the publicity material / promotion displays or standees the terms and conditions shall
prevail.
14. The person who is not a party to any agreement governed by the Terms and Conditions shall not have any right under the Contracts
to enforce any terms and conditions.
15. Your participation in the Delhi Airport Cricket Bonanza contest is deemed to be your agreement that DIAL and/or third party
appointed auditor may use your name, likeness or image for promotional and marketing purposes of the Contest.

